Designed to record damage to buried lines such as Electric Power Lines, Fiber Optic Cables, Water, Sewer and Gas & Oil Lines, our compact kit makes it easy to report damage consistently and record every accident. Now you can mark and indicate damage up to 6 feet, twice as long as our competition.

Simply open case, unroll the measuring rule, push the highly visible “Mark” and “Damage” fiberglass posts into the ground to indicate area of damage to facility and photograph the excavation site from many different angles. The posts are available in our standard yellow or optional colors: orange, blue, red and white.

Almetek’s HIT Marker Kit conforms to (CGA) Common Ground Alliance, Best Practice Documentation. Rule can stand on edge or flat on ground with two anchoring spikes. Complete setup and photographic instructions are included in every HIT Marker Kit.

The Only HIT Marker Kit With A 6’ Roll-Up Measuring Rule

**STANDARD KIT INCLUDES:**
- 6’ roll up rule
- 3 anchor spikes
- 2 fiberglass markers
- Location/Date/Time Board
- Compact crush-proof case

**CUSTOM KIT INCLUDES:**
- 6’ roll-up rule with your company name & logo
- 3 anchor spikes
- 2 fiberglass markers
- Location/Date/Time Board
- Compact crush-proof case

Call Toll Free For More Information - 1-800-248-2080

If You Identify With Quality, You Identify With Us.™

ALMETEK INDUSTRIES
2 Joy Drive, Hackettstown, NJ 07840
908-850-9700

908-850-9618 (Fax)
csr@almetek.com
www.almetek.com
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